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No:SV.FIAT Spring Dated:- 20.01.2017 

CMEs, 
ICF, RCF, MCF 

Sub: - Testing of Springs. 

Ref:- i) This office letter cf even no. dated 09.01.2017 
Ii) M&C Technical Report NO.M&C/PCN/111/2 dated 14.11 .2014 (copy enclosed). 
ii) M&C/RDSO Report No. 124/16 dated 19.01.2017(copy enclosed). 

A large number of spring failures of secondary outer flexi coil pertaining to FIAT bogies 
of LHB coaches have been reported in the recent past. The trend has been analysed 
and it is found that most of these failures are concentrated in LPDN make springs. 
Based on the observed trend and analysis conducted, a course of action was suggested 
vide ref. i) above. During the analysis conducted in M&C Lab. at ROSa, it has been 
noticed that LPDN springs are not provided with phosphating before painting and their 
micro structure has a typical banding structure in the core region due to improper heat 
treatment. It was concluddd that the banding can aggravate the failure process. These 
conclusions have been derived based on the analysis of the failed springs. It is felt that 
in case any new procurement has been done from this manufacturer in the recent past, 
the spring may be analysed to examine if similar properties are found in new springs 
also or some corrective actions have been taken by the manufacturer. Hence it is 
requested that 02 sample springs of LPDN make (secondary outer flexi coil) may be 
sent to ROSa for the purpose of undertaking Destructive Testing in M&C Lab. 

DA: As above. 

Copy to( 
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. ' 1)/'1) -/-11-
(Indrajit Singh) 

Executive Director/Carriage 

EO/ME(Coaching), Railway Board, New Delhi for kind information please. 
























